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Abstract. Educational stations made at IMBiGS were described in the paper
and their structure and functionalities were presented. Those stands were dedicated for developing practical skills during training process of technical staff.
Wide range of stations can be used in all levels of schools.
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1 Introduction
Mechatronics is an interdisciplinary ﬁeld of science which requires from nowadays
engineers or technicians sound knowledge within the scope of mechanics, electronics,
software and control systems. Education and training programs dedicated for technical
staff have to guarantee not only theoretical knowledge but also practical skills. The
Industrial Automatics laboratories which are located in many of technical vocational
schools, high schools and universities enable the realization of such training. The range
of didactical stations which were designed and manufactured by Warsaw Institute of
Mechanised Construction and Rock Mining, was to fulﬁl the needs of modern education
units. Those didactical stations can be assigned to the following groups: desktops,
objects and industrial networks. Selected examples of each group of educational stations
were described in this paper and their structure and functionalities were presented.

2 Desktop Didactical Stations
Desktop stations are a sub group of didactical stations which are designed to create
environment for practising operations such as: programming, data readout and acquisition, visualization of industrial processes for variety of modules and devices used in
industrial automatic systems. Characteristic feature of desktop station is the focus on
one single or a pair of modules or devices.
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Desktop Didactical Stations Consisting of a PLC Controller and HMI
Panel Are Designed to Allow Learning the Following Skills

• PLC controllers and HMI panels programming language,
• industrial communication protocols of serial network between PLC controller and
HMI panel,
• creating visualisations of cooperation between controller and panel,
• methods of conﬁguration of devices working in serial network and Ethernet
network,
• the use of analog signals and discreet signals in control circuits,
• creating applications for the controller where output signals are indicated by dedicated LEDs,
• safety assurance in industrial automatic systems,
• control algorithms for high frequency and low frequency variable processes
(Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. View of the desktop with PLC controller and HMI operator’s panel: (a) desktop case,
(b) PLC controller, (c) HMI panel, (d) switches with LEDs, No I1 to I18, connected with PLC
inputs, (e) sockets with LEDs, marked as Q1 to Q4, connected with PLC outputs, (f) socket 0 V
DC and 24 V DC connected with 24 V DC power supply outputs.
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The software of the PLC controller allows functions such as: hardware conﬁguration, complex algorithms building according to IEC61131, creating operator interface
applications. Creating control software can be carried out in one of 5 following programming languages:
• LD – graphic, ladder diagrams, analogical to electric diagrams,
• FBD – graphic, block diagrams, applications are created as functional blocks which
assign the relationship between input and output signals,
• IL – text, list of instructions, simple language, similar to Assembler,
• ST – text, structural text record, hi level language, based on Pascal,
• SFC – text/graphic, graph of sequential functions SFC, flowing graph FC, program
is similar to status diagrams, describes the sequence and parallel algorithms.
The desktop station should be equipped with USB cable, Ethernet RJ45 cable,
1 mm2 LGY type cables with laboratory type single male plugs, RJ45 connector –
2  female plug 8p8c. The station can work with a PC or another didactical station
(Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. View of the desktop with PLC and UHF modem: (a) desktop case, (b) Ethernet switch,
(c) UHF modem, (d) two potentiometer referencing units 4–20 mA, (e) PLC unit, (f) switches
with LEDs, marked as I1 to I12, connected with PLC inputs, (g) sockets with LEDs, marked as
Q1 to Q6, connected with PLC outputs, (h) sockets 0VDC and 24VDC, connected with 24 V DC
power supply.
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Desktop Didactical Station Consisting of a PLC Controller and UHF
Modem (Fig. 2) Can Be Used to Carry out Following Tasks
learning programming languages of PLC controllers equipped with an LCD,
learning industrial network communication protocols, including wireless network,
learning hardware conﬁguration methods of network equipment,
using analog and discreet signals in control circuits,
safety assurance in industrial automatics systems,
control algorithms for high frequency and low frequency variable processes,
learning industrial communication protocols used to connect distributed modules
and devices by the wireless data acquisition (two stations required),
learning conﬁguration methods of measuring equipment,
identiﬁcation of the conﬁgured object,
recognition of variety of sensors used in technological lines,
making visualizations of process data of a given technological line.
Desktop Didactical Station Consisting of an Industrial Computer

This desktop station is designed to allow operation in environmental software dedicated
to create applications for PLC controllers. The station is equipped with a PC and USB,
Ethernet and RS-232 sockets. It can work with other didactical stations. When using
special software it is possible to set the parameters of other connected devices of
industrial automatic systems (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Desktop with industrial computer: (a) desktop case, (b) industrial PC, (c) two USB ports,
(d) two double Ethernet ports, (e) RS-232 port, (f) Power supply socket, 230 V AC, 50 Hz, with
on/off switch and fuse case
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Desktop Didactical Station Equipped with Frequency Inverter

The station main unit is the case equipped with power supply and frequency inverter
which is controlled from operator panel placed on the front wall. The complement of
the station comprises the lower part where an electric motor with a rotating disc are
placed. They simulate work of a circular saw.
Inverter didactical station creates possibility to learn the following:
• practise electric motor control methods with use of frequency inverter unit,
• understand the idea of preserving constant torque while various rotation speeds are
set,
• understand the idea of scalar control method (U/f) and vector control method,
• get to know the aspects of safety behaving in automatic environment with rotating
units,
• learn basic design rules for increased safety industrial installations (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Station with frequency inverter.
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3 Object Didactical Stations and Industrial Network
Didactical Stations
Object stations are intended to be used for learning selected topics from the ﬁeld of
automation in industrial processes using a set of devices built in a small demonstrative
circuit. For example the following processes can be studied:
•
•
•
•

transport and selection of details,
servo drives shaft synchronization,
fluid pumping unit management,
redundant control circuits.

Industrial network stations are for the recognition of industrial network problematics and the tasks which have to be overcome while building, starting up and operation. Similarly to object stations they are based on a small demonstrative circuit which
reflects the real industrial automatic environment.
The structure idea of such stands is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. General scheme of modular construction station. (A) Power supply and control units
case. (B) Workstation supporting frame. (C) Control devices and other auxiliaries.

3.1

Object Didactical Station - Processing Line Simulation

Processing line station is used for learning about the control processes of details
segregation. Those processes are discreet and are realized using a section of sensors,
traps and servo motors placed along a belt conveyor. Various material and colour pucks
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are used to simulate transported details. Optical and induction sensors are used to
determine the material dimensions and colour. Following the sensors a block of traps
can realize segregation as described in the algorithm programmed by the operator
(Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. Object station – processing line.

3.2

Plotter Didactical Station

Station is based on PAC controller combined with axis controlling devices. The
executive unit consist of a two axial plotter with a servo motor driving each axle. The
connection between controller and servo is based on ﬁber optic transmission for faster
response and increased accuracy. Axes are equipped with positioning sensors which
can function as limiters according to programmed function. Additional sensor is used
for the zero - reference position placing.
The station is excellent tool for learning programming methods for industrial
installation with multiple servo motors which work synchronically (Fig. 7).
3.3

Serial I/O – Industrial Network Station

Serial I/O station is equipped with a PAC controller and an electronic weight. Controller has two separate serial ports supporting Modbus RTU (master/slave) protocol.
Weight is connected via RS-232 port. The station is for learning the rules of serial
communication. It enables writing own network protocols for speciﬁc needs in symbol
communication mode. Tasks such as reading weight indication, processing them,
modifying weight working parameters etc. can be realized using Serial I/O station
(Fig. 8).
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Fig. 7. Object station – plotter.

Fig. 8. Industrial network station – Serial I/O.
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4 Conclusions
Didactical stations presented in this article offer a very wide range of practical taska
which are indispensable in education process of an automation engineer. Those stations
should be used in industrial automatic laboratories to facilitate understanding of the
theory and enabling putting the theory in practice. Various automatic devices which are
widely used in industrial infrastructure are placed in the didactical stations offered by
IMBiGS Institute. Those modules and devices are placed in environment which enables
profound understanding of their role and functional principle in automatic systems. The
main advantage of learning on didactical stations is the possibility to work on a single
module or a separated sub system which is not connected to the whole system. Hence,
students are not influenced by needles data while practising. In effect well equipped
laboratories can improve the level of professional qualiﬁcations of future technical staff
graduating from various automatics proﬁled schools and universities.
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